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18 Words that define and  

Signify—ANTI-DISCRIMINATORY 
Definition of  Anti-Discriminatory 

‘ Any practice meant to counter discrimination in the UK (bas

ed on race, class, gender, disability, etc.) and promote equal

ity by introducing anti-

discrimination policies in the workplace and in care settings’  
 

Such as: 

 

ANTI-SOCIAL 

NEGATIVITY 

TROUBLEMAKER 

INTIMIDATION 

DIVISIVE 

INJUSTICE 

SEGREGATING 

CALLOUS 

RUTHLESS 

INHUMANE 

MALICIOUS 

INTOLERANT 

NASTY 

ANTAGONISTIC 

THREATENING 

OBJECTIONABLE 

RACIST 

YOBISH 
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PROMOTING PEOPLE’S  

EQUALITY, DIVERSITY AND RIGHTS POLICY 

I encourage clients to be independent members of the community and to take as much charge for their own self-care as 
is possible, within their Rights And Responsibilities. 
 
In my work, I adhere to the Legal Requirements of the Care Standards Act. I meet the requirements of the Registering 
Authorities within my role and aim to improve on these requirements. I have a ‘duty of care’ to my clients. 
 
I will advise and support clients with any matter they may require assistance with, within my role and capability. I ensure 
that no personal information regarding a client is disclosed to a third party without prior agreement of the client 
concerned. 
 
Communication with clients should be at the level of their understanding and provide privacy and promote dignity and 
self-respect. Carer’s via communications with client’s family, previous recording assessment and observation will be 
aware of any associated difficulties. It may be necessary to remind e.g. confused elderly clients from time to time and 
assist where necessary. 
 
The Home encourages care workers to take on the role of advocates to promote the awareness of clients’ rights and 
help them gain access to the services they need. The following set of values is supported for all clients: 

 

•  The freedom of choice on personal matters and preferences. 
 

•  The opportunity to fulfil personal ambitions and develop knowledge and skills. 

 

•  The right to the fullest expression of citizenship. 

 

•  The right to lead an independent a life as possible. 

 

•  The right to privacy and personal space without hindrance. 

 

•  To be treated with respect and dignity in a caring manner at all times. 

 

•  To be recognised as an individual with regard to personal needs irrespective of circumstances. 

 

•  The right of freedom of movement from one place to another without restriction. 
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It is necessary that all records be accurate, legible and complete and current in all circumstances including the 
promotion of rights and responsibilities. An example of this is a Clients Contract. 
 
I believe in client rights and will promote those rights. I believe that when I am discussing care issues, I stick firmly to the 
facts and keep personal opinions out of the issues. 
 
The Home is an equal opportunities carer and employer and no discrimination of any sort is practiced. Our intent is to 
ensure equality of opportunity and response so that no person shall be disadvantaged during their relationship on 
grounds of age, race, ethnic origin, religion, gender, marital status, parental status, disability, unrelated criminal 
convictions, or because of their sexual orientation or proclivities. I oppose racism, sexism, ageism, heterosexism and all 
forms of discrimination based on ethnic origin, disability, marital status, parental status, parental status, religious beliefs, 
unrelated criminal activity. 
 
I will reserve the right to refuse any service to anyone who clearly demonstrates any of the aforementioned forms of 
discrimination. 
 
Where I am unsure of any discriminatory behaviour and need help, I will seek advice and guidance from a senior 
member of staff, I understand that this may lead to legal action against anyone believed to have discriminatory 
behaviour, 
 
Any records relating to the promotion of equality and diversity are accurate, legible and complete. 
 
All information whether written or unwritten will be dealt with, without any malice or detriment to that person which 
would be deemed to be accurate, relevant, current and appropriate to the individual and situation. It will promote 
equality and diversity. 

PROMOTING ANTIDISCRIMINATION PRACTICE 
 
Promoting Anti-Discrimination Practice 
 
Work through this manual and answer the questions at the end returning to your team leader as soon as possible 
discussing any issues arising 
 
What is Discrimination? 
 
‘Discrimination means treating a person less favourably than others because of a particular factor/feature, than others 
would be treated in the same or similar situation or circumstances’ 
 
The feature/factor could be: - 

• Race 
• Sex 
• Age 
• Ability 
• Class 
• Sexuality 
• HIV Status 
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• Language 
• Religion 

 
When can discrimination be appropriate fair and just? 
 
Discrimination would be appropriate fair and just when a person is identified and selected because they are in some 
way disadvantaged and action is taken to redress the balance and therefore gives equal opportunities. Example- 
providing a dyslexic student could be identified because of being disadvantaged because they can not recognise words 
easily and then by providing a typewriter it makes it easier to recognise words balance the difference with others and 
therefore by providing a wheelchair ramp you are fairly discriminating, but by doing so you are providing equal 
opportunities for all - without the ramp it would not have allowed the opportunity for everyone to enter the building 
themselves  
 
Equal opportunities - this does not mean treating everyone the same, as we are all different unique beings; it means 
providing services in a way that acknowledges differences redresses the balance and allows everyone the same 
opportunity 
 
Stereotypes may be strongly reinforced and become part of our beliefs becoming difficult to identify 
 
Stereotyping 

• means assuming that people within a group are the same because they share a common characteristic 
• means making assumptions about people on the basis of a commonly shared feature e.g. red-haired women 

have a bad temper 
• prevents care workers from viewing clients as individuals as having stereotypical picture of a group focuses on 

the things that are common between people rather than their differences 
 
It is important that we realise that we all carry some stereotypical images around with us and importantly that we are 
aware of our attitudes if we are to avoid discriminatory practice 
 
Care workers must be aware of their own beliefs, values, attitudes and stereotypical images they carry if they are to 
avoid discriminatory practice and care for people equally and non-judgmentally 
 
Complete the following exercises: - 
 
Think about the following situation, discuss with colleagues, and then answer the questions at the end of each scenario 
 
Sexist Attitudes 
You have just been interviewed for a job At the group discussion before the formal interview, you realise you have the 
best qualifications in the group as well as the most relevant experience You feel the interview went well but you did not 
get the job You ask for information about why you did not get the job and they tell you ‘that young women are not a 
good bet as they only work a couple of years before getting pregnant or something’ 
 
Sexist attitudes result in care workers treating people who are female (or male!) differently because they are women 
(men) and is an example of discriminatory practice 
 
Ageist Attitudes 
In Britain we are not allowed to drive until we are 17 years old. Once we pass our driving test, we can drive on the same 
license until we are 70 years of age. After 70 we have to have periodic health checks and may have to 
take another test to continue driving 
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Ageist attitudes result in care workers treating older people differently from others because they are old and is an 
example of discriminatory practice 
 
Racist Attitudes 
The Manager asks to see you. She explains that Mrs. Walden has asked that you do not visit her again. You paid your 
first visit yesterday. You feel upset and ask what the problem is. The Manager is embarrassed and 
uncomfortable but finally tells you that Mrs. Walden does not like ‘foreign people’ as the client has the right to choose. 
The Manager agreed to a change. 
 
Racist attitudes result in care workers treating people from other ethnic backgrounds differently from others because 
they are a member of an ethnic minority and is an example of discriminatory practice 
 
There has been a heavy focus in recent years on the main areas of discrimination often leading to legislation to make it 
unlawful  
 
Example: - 

• Sex discrimination Act 1975 
• The Equal Pay Act 1975 
• Race Relations Act 1976 
• Mental health Act 1983 
• Disabled Person’s Act 1986 
• The Children’s Act 1989 
• The National Health Service and Community care Act 1990 

 
However these main issues may still persist as a problem area as we have seen in the last  3 exercises 
 
Discrimination often focuses around issues such as racism, sexism, and ageism, but it can also be subtle. 
 
Can you add to this list below of subtle forms of discrimination? 
• Offering a better service because you have been visiting them a long time 
• doing things differently for a client because you like or dislike them 
• spending less time with clients that are challenging 
• treating clients differently because they have a different social status or professional status 
• always asking the same person to compromise because they are willing and flexible 
• doing things differently because you already know or knew about the client 
 
Practice can be non-discriminatory. This is a passive activity where the care worker recognises what discrimination is 
and tries to adopt a nonjudgmental approach or 
 
Anti-discriminatory - an active approach that challenges discrimination when it occurs 
 
Care workers need to be positively and actively anti-discriminatory rather than non-discriminatory which is a passive 
process 
 
So how can we promote anti-discriminatory practice in care? Basically treat clients as individuals, respect their wishes, 
doing things as they want them or explaining why it is not possible; empower the client upholding their rights. Be aware 
of your own attitudes and challenge discrimination don’t ignore it Recognise care is about doing with not doing for 
 
Examples 
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• Individual eating habits to be respected 
• jokes comments and language not to give offence 
• culture and customs to be respected 
• respect for individual differences encouraged 
• access to an interpreter if required 
• aids and adaptations to be made available (should also include time and assistance given to individual needs 

to ensure equal opportunities 
• respect for mother tongue 
• staff behaviour to model good practice; physical care products and aids to be enabling 
• staff to be encouraged to be self aware; 
• acknowledgment and acceptance of people’s sexual orientation 
• availability of advocacy (advocacy is speaking on behalf of others 
• discriminatory remarks to be challenged 
• staff to be encouraged to be aware (of own prejudice attitudes and upbringing) 

 

EQUALITY ACT 2010 

The Equality Act became law in October 2010. It replaces previous legislation (such as the Race Relations Act 1976 and the 
Disability Discrimination Act 1995) and ensures consistency in what you need to do to make your workplace a fair 
environment and to comply with the law. 

The Equality Act covers the same groups that were protected by existing equality legislation - age, disability, gender 
reassignment, race, religion or belief, sex, sexual orientation, marriage and civil partnership and pregnancy and maternity - 
but extends some protections to groups not previously covered, and also strengthens particular aspects of equality law.  

The Equality Act is a mixture of rights and responsibilities that have:  

• Stayed the same - for example, direct discrimination still occurs when "someone is treated less favourably than 
another person because of a protected characteristic"  

• Changed - for example, employees will now be able to complain of harassment even if it is not directed at them, 
if they can demonstrate that it creates an offensive environment for them  

• Been extended - for example, associative discrimination (direct discrimination against someone because they 
associate with another person who possesses a protected characteristic) will cover age, disability, gender 
reassignment and sex as well as race, religion and belief and sexual orientation  

• Been introduced for the first time - for example, the concept of discrimination arising from disability, which occurs 
if a disabled person is treated unfavourably because of something arising in consequence of their disability. 

As a result, you may need to review and change some of your policies and practices. This page highlights the ways Acas 
can help you to identify where you need to take action. 

What's changing? 

• Indirect discrimination  
• Associative discrimination  
• Perceptive discrimination  
• Harassment  
• Harassment by a third party  
• Victimisation  
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• Positive action  
• Pre-employment health related checks  
• Extension of employment tribunal powers  
• Equal pay direct discrimination  
• Pay secrecy. 

OVERVIEW 

The Equality Act 2010 legally protects people from discrimination in the workplace and in wider society. 

It replaced previous anti-discrimination laws with a single Act, making the law easier to understand and strengthening 
protection in some situations. It sets out the different ways in which it’s unlawful to treat someone. 

Discrimination: making a complaint 

Before the Act came into force there were several pieces of legislation to cover discrimination, including: 

• Sex Discrimination Act 1975 
• Race Relations Act 1976 
• Disability Discrimination Act 1995 
If you wish to complain about possible unlawful treatment there are 2 separate processes, depending on when it 
happened. 
 
Complaints: before October 2010 
If you were subjected to unlawful treatment (e.g. discrimination, harassment or victimisation) before 1 October 2010, 
the Equality Act won’t apply. Instead, you’ll be covered by the legislation that was in force at the time. 

For example, if you experienced race discrimination on 30 September 2010 and want to make a complaint or bring legal 
proceedings, the Race Relations Act 1976 will apply, not the Equality Act. 

This is also true of any legal proceedings. They will go ahead according to the legislation under which they were brought, 
even if they may have continued after 1 October 2010. 

Complaints: after October 2010 

If you were subject to unlawful treatment on or after 1 October 2010, the Equality Act applies. 

For example, if you experienced sex discrimination on 30 September 2010, which continued until 2 October 2010, the 
Equality Act will apply, not the Sex Discrimination Act. 

 

Getting information to support your complaint 

If you feel you’ve been treated unlawfully you can also use the forms below to help get information from your employer 
or service provider. The forms provide a framework for individuals and organisations to ask and answer questions about 
possible complaints under the Equalities Act. 

October 2010 

Equality Act provisions which came into force on 1 October 2010: 

• the basic framework of protection against direct and indirect discrimination, harassment and victimisation in 
services and public functions, work, education, associations and transport 

• changing the definition of gender reassignment, by removing the requirement for medical supervision 
• providing protection for people discriminated against because they are perceived to have, or are associated with 

someone who has, a protected characteristic 
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• clearer protection for breastfeeding mothers 
• applying a uniform definition of indirect discrimination to all protected characteristics 
• harmonising provisions allowing voluntary positive action 

 
Provisions relating to disability 

• extending protection against indirect discrimination to disability 
• introducing the concept of “discrimination arising from disability” to replace protection under previous 

legislation lost as a result of a legal judgment 
• applying the detriment model to victimisation protection (aligning with the approach in employment law) 
• harmonising the thresholds for the duty to make reasonable adjustments for disabled people 
• extending protection against harassment of employees by third parties to all protected characteristics 
• making it more difficult for disabled people to be unfairly screened out when applying for jobs, by restricting the 

circumstances in which employers can ask job applicants questions about disability or health 
Provisions relating to work 

• allowing claims for direct gender pay discrimination where there is no actual comparator 
• making pay secrecy clauses unenforceable 
• extending protection in private clubs to sex, religion or belief, pregnancy and maternity, and gender 

reassignment 
• introducing new powers for employment tribunals to make recommendations which benefit the wider 

workforce 

April 2011 

Equality Act provisions which came into force in April 2011: 

• positive action - recruitment and promotion 
• public sector Equality Duty (see section below) 

Ministers are considering how to implement the remaining provisions in the best way for business and for others with 
rights and responsibilities under the act. Their decisions will be announced in due course. 

Equality Act Provisions that the government has decided not to take forward: 

• public sector duty regarding socio-economic inequalities 
• gender pay gap information 
• combined discrimination - dual characteristics 

 
Age discrimination 

The Equality Act 2010 includes provisions that ban age discrimination against adults in the provision of services 
and public functions. The ban came into force on 1 October 2012 and it is now unlawful to discriminate on the 
basis of age unless: 

• the practice is covered by an exception from the ban 
• good reason can be shown for the differential treatment (‘objective justification’) 

The ban on age discrimination is designed to ensure that the new law prohibits only harmful treatment that results in 
genuinely unfair discrimination because of age. It does not outlaw the many instances of different treatment that are 
justifiable or beneficial. 
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Age discrimination: exceptions 

Exceptions under the Order are: 

• age-based concessions 
• age-related holidays 
• age verification 
• clubs and associations concessions 
• financial services 
• immigration 
• residential park homes 
• sport 

These specific exceptions are in addition to: 

• general exceptions already allowed by the Act 
• positive action measures 
• ‘objective justification’ 

There are no specific exceptions to the ban on age discrimination for health or social care services. This means that any 
age-based practices by the NHS and social care organisations need to be objectively justified, if challenged. 

Public sector Equality Duty 

The public sector Equality Duty came into force across Great Britain on 5 April 2011. It means that public bodies have to 
consider all individuals when carrying out their day-to-day work – in shaping policy, in delivering services and in relation 
to their own employees. It also requires that public bodies: 

• have due regard to the need to eliminate discrimination 
• advance equality of opportunity 
• foster good relations between different people when carrying out their activities 

 
 

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2010/15/section/149
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